Is your

joint pain

medication
doing more harm
than good?

Common Pain relievers, such as anti-i
potential harmful side effects.
Fortunately, advanced research in joint therapies has led to the discovery of
and pain—with no reported serious adverse effects.
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Potential adverse side effects

A higher degree of safety

Some approaches mask or alleviate pain and

Laboratory tests show that a THIAA botanical

inflammation by blocking certain enzyme

combination effectively addresses the

activities in the body. This may cause

root causes of inflammation without the

discomfort and serious adverse effects to

potential risks of directly blocking certain

the stomach, intestines, liver, kidneys, joints,

important enzyme activities. Now you can

bones, and immune and circulatory systems.

get comfortable relief for pain without
potential serious adverse effects.

*THIAA is tetrahydro-iso-alpha acids from hops (Humulus lupulus L.).

nflammatory drugs, have
a natural formula to help relieve joint inflammation

Pain relief shouldn’t cause more pain
With extended use, common pain relievers
may cause stomach discomfort and
changes in mood, sleep, energy, or weight.
But more concerning are the possibilities
with extended use of certain products for

The Benefits of a THIAA
Botanical Combination
A safer, clinically effective
option to relieve joint pain

liver or kidney damage, stomach ulcers
or bleeding, stroke, heart attack, further
joint damage, and osteoporosis.

• Scientifically tested and
shown to significantly reduce
inflammation–without reported

Get relief that works with your body

serious adverse side effects

This THIAA botanical combination is comprised
of research-based, natural ingredients. It’s

• Clinical testing suggests a high degree

designed to help reduce inflammation and

of cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, kidney,

pain without the potential adverse effects

and liver safety

associated with common pain relievers.
In fact, clinical studies and safety research
suggest this formula works with your body

Is a THIAA botanical

to help calm the underlying causes of your

combination right for you?

joint pain without upset to many of the

Talk to your healthcare

body systems that make other pain relievers
potentially harmful. This combination of hops
derivatives and other natural ingredients
has been safely recommended for everyday
use by healthcare providers worldwide

provider today.
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with no reported serious adverse effects.

Like some other plant- or food-based ingredients, a THIAA combination formula is not recommended for individuals taking
anticoagulants (e.g., warfarin or heparin), as it can amplify the blood-thinning effects of these medications. Please discuss
all medications and supplements with your healthcare provider.
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